Obj-601
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dorothy Buchanan
Boundaries
Kawana Electorate
Friday, 17 March 2017 3:14:37 PM

Dear Sir/Madam
Being a resident of Parrearra I am totally against the removal of my suburb
from the Kawana Electorate. I currently have good access to my local
Member and the proposed electoral boundary change would result in many
disadvantages to the residents of Parrearra. Having to travel to Buderim
(particularly by pubic transport) would be difficult and time consuming and
would exclude many residents from being able to have easy access to their
local Member – which is our right.
Yours faithfully
Dorothy Buchanan
32 Kawana Island Villas
2 Grand Parade
Parrearra 4575

Obj-602
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 66977
Friday, 17 March 2017 3:28:33 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Dorothy Parsey
Address: 44/2 Longwood St. Minyama Qld 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
I strongly object to the proposed electoral boundaries changing Minyama, Buddina and
Parrearra out of the Kawana electorate. It makes no sense at all to have these coastal
districts incorporated with Buderim. If we need to meet with our MP then we would have
to travel to the top of Buderim. This area has been going since the 60's. For heavens sake
why fix something that's not broke(broken)? I have spoken with many in other electorates
here on the coast and they all think that Kawana to Buderim is a frivolous change. How
much representation will we actually get? Very little is the answer!
Submission ID: 66977
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 3:28pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.213
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Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 66978
Friday, 17 March 2017 3:31:11 PM

Online submission for Buderim
Name: marcus dighton
Address: 2/46 undara ave
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
I totally disagree in moving the electrol boundaries on the Sunshine Coast, Kawana will
not be Kawana anymore, so Kawana Shoppingworld will be in an entirely different
electorate, not much thought has gone into the redistribution of the boundary. I say
LEAVE KAWANA WHERE IT RIGHTFULLY SHOULD BE, and not on Buderim.
Thank you Marcus Dighton EN. JP (Qual)
Submission ID: 66978
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 3:31pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 66985
Friday, 17 March 2017 3:36:09 PM

Online submission for All Districts
Name: Liddea Richardson
Address: BUDDINA
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
To Whom it may concern, I am writing to you today to object to the proposed boundary
changes of the Kawana electorate. Kawana and Buderim are very much different
communities one is beachside the other is the hills, these different area's come with very
different environmental issues. The Kawana electorate should continue to contain key
community places such as the Kawana Scout Group, Kawana Ambulance Station, Kawana
Community Centre, Kawana Surf Lifesaving Club, Kawana Waters RSL Sub-Branch,
Kawana Shoppingworld and Buddina State School. I am concerned by moving Minyama,
Buddina and Parrearra into the Buderim electorate the community will loose a voice and
be overlooked in the future. Residents should not have to travel such a distance to reach
their local MP. Kawana needs to stay Kawana.
Submission ID: 66985
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 3:36pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 66986
Friday, 17 March 2017 3:37:35 PM

Online submission for All Districts
Name: David &Marion Rivenell
Address: 50 Chelsea Crescent Minyama 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
We are concerned that by moving Minyama,Buddina and Parrearra into the Buderim
electorate the suburbs and residents will lose true local representation and be forced into an
electorate they have no cultural or business connection to we would like it left as is
Submission ID: 66986
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 3:37pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.213

Obj-606
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

malcolm spence
Boundaries
electoral boundary changes
Friday, 17 March 2017 3:38:47 PM

We object to Parrearra being taken out of the Kawana boundary and put in Buderim, as
proposed.
MW &M Spence

Sent on the go with Vodafone
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Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 66987
Friday, 17 March 2017 3:41:51 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Dorothy King
Address: 10 Dominica Place Parrearra 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
I wish to object to the proposed boundary change which will move my suburb of Parrearra
into the Buderim electorate. I will lose my true local representation and be forced in to an
electorate that I don't have any cultural or business connection to. There is no connection
between the coastal urban suburbs of Minyama, Buddina and Parrearra and the Buderim
electorate.
Submission ID: 66987
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 3:41pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.213

Obj-608

Obj-609
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ron Wood
Boundaries
Re; Comments on submissions and objections about the Electorate of Dalrymple.
Friday, 17 March 2017 3:59:15 PM

To : The Secretary
Queensland Redistribution Commission.
boundaries@ecq.qld.gov.au

From
Laraine and Ronald Wood
16 Prior Close,
Upper Barron 4883

Our comments on any submissions and objections about the Electorate of
Dalrymple in being made a non-existent electorate and about our State
Member of Parliament Shane Knuth being moved from his electorate, and
about supporters of Katter’s Australian Party in this proposed electorate of
Hill, being without representation from a Katter’s Australian Party
representative.
Comment; This would mean people in our Region, especially the people on
the Land in this area of Dalrymple would lose vital representation from
Shane Knuth MP from Katter Australian Party in this proposed Electorate of
Hill? Shane is a hard worker who has spent vital time building up his
electorate with his people in this region and we have heard and found only
good reports of his concern and responses both immediate and long term.
In the Tablelander newspaper 28.2.2017 it states that the Dalrymple
electorate is the only seat to be abolished under the proposed new electoral
boundaries and 4 new seats added in the South East.
And Mr Knuth with his Electorate Dalrymple to be the only one to be
removed and from rural and regional Queensland.
This being not the first time Mr Knuth’s seat has been redistributed out
from under him. The first time Mr Knuth experienced a redistribution was
in 2009, when the Charters Towers Electorate was scrapped and Dalrymple
was created.
Under the proposed redistribution of Dalrymple being scrapped after

having been established in 2009. This does not appear to be making much
sense by establishing then abolishing.
Mr Knuth has won the popular vote three times against his opponent in his
electorate of Dalrymple which says a lot about what the people want.
Comment; It is understood, that every few decades the boundaries are
altered to accommodate the growth of the population.
In the Eacham Times paper 28.2.2017. Shane Knuth has objected to the
severity of the change saying, 'There was no need to make these drastic
changes only minor adjustments were needed.’ If this is the case then what
minor adjustments could be made?
Comment; People in this Electorate who know and vote for and seek help
from Shane Knuth Member of Parliament from the Katter’s Australian Party
would have to choose another State Electoral Candidate. What are the
options for voting in this proposed Hill Electorate for Katter’s Australian
Party?
Comment; This proposal of redistribution could be revisited again in terms
of demographics i.e.; the square kilometres in conjunction with the high
cost of transportation, fuel and precious time which equates to dollars for
whoever is in these larger electorates especially the proposed Electorate seat
of Traeger.
Comment; Would this also mean people in Shane’s offices would be
without a paid jobs? Does this mean that there will be even more people on
social security? When the economy is struggling and the people are
struggling why the added burden of the cost of such a drastic change? With
this renaming it appears to be unfair on we the people as well as Shane
Knuth.
Comment; Would this put Shane Knuth, a Katter Australian Party
representative, in a different electorate where he may get fewer votes and
where he would not be as well known? This action of redistribution would
place Shane back in his home town Charters Towers and in the proposed
Electorate of Traegar where there is another Katter Australian Party
Candidate, this does not seem logical at all. Where does this leave Shane
Knuth MP without an electorate seat? Has this been thought through
sufficiently? Shane is very much involved with the Country folk and with
experience within many industries and with empathy for the landholders.

Obj-610
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Date:

Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 66992
Friday, 17 March 2017 4:07:30 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Bruce Warrell
Address: 1 Warattah Court Wurtulla Qld 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
Kawana Companions is a Centre Based Day Care and part of ComLink Limited which is
Federal and State funded. Kawana Companions was founded in 1987 and will celebrate its
30th Birthday later this year. Kawana Companions has met every Monday except Public
Holidays at Kawana Community Hall which is attached to the Kawana Library. Jarrod
Bleijie has visited Kawana Companions on many occasions. It is important to ComLink
and even more important to all of our Companions to retain the Kawana identity. This year
for the 30th Birthday we have had special stubbie holders made each with a special
Kawana Companions painted on them. To change the boundary and place us in the
Buderim Electorate would ruin a club that each of our Companions look forward to each
Monday. Please find another way to change the boundary. Bruce Warrell Chairman of
ComLink Limited and one of 20 volunteers that run Kawana Companions.
Submission ID: 66992
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 4:07pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 66996
Friday, 17 March 2017 4:14:37 PM

Online submission for D'Aguilar
Name: Neil Storey
Address: 16 Plateau Parade Bray Park
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
Dear Sir / Madam I implore you to seek another name for the district of DÁguilar. You
have named the seat which has the farcical situation of not having the DÁguilar Highway
in it. Say the word D'Aguilar and most people think of the Kilcoy region not Bray Park.
Speaking of which the use of the suburban 4500 postcode annexed to the balance of the
electorate is ridiculous. The 4500 postcode would sit much better with the Kurwongbah or
Everton Electorates where the voters have the voters have similar priorities in life Regards
Neil
Submission ID: 66996
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 4:14pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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To:
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Date:

Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 66997
Friday, 17 March 2017 4:30:36 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Keith McPaul
Address: 39/10 Marco Way Parrearra, 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
Whoever thought up the suggested change to boundary for the Kawana Electorate has
obviously never visited this area. People living in Minyama, Buddina and Parrearra shop
and live in the same community as the residents Warana, Bokarina, Wurtulla and Birtinya.
Surely the names associated with Kawana such as the Scout group, Ambulance Station,
Community Centre, Surf Lifesaving Club, RSL Sub-Branch and Kawana Shoppingworld
should give some indication where the boundary should be. I have lived in Parrearra for 13
years and do not associate with Buderim except for occasional specialist Medical and the
occasional game of Bowls. Buderim is a nice place but is not part of my community. I urge
you to reconsider the proposed Boundary changes to better reflect the community in which
the residents live.
Submission ID: 66997
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 4:30pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 66999
Friday, 17 March 2017 4:42:07 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Jenine Lewis
Address: 6 kew place minyama
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
My family and I have lived in Minyama for over 20 years my children went to school here
and have worked here, I would never in a million years consider this area to be in the
Buderim electorate, Buderim is in the hills we are on the beachfront, what an insult. Why
is it that since we are now expanding with the hospital and better shopping centres, that we
have all played a part, in some way, developing, my husband has piped that hospital, that
we should now, in its opening be told this is no longer our electorate. We have all played a
part in its development and I refuse to be known as any other electorate. Why would
anyone, in Buderim electorate, want to even know what we need down here, its lunacy. As
we expand I want to go with the expansion I do not want to be cut off from it.
Submission ID: 66999
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 4:42pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.213
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Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 67000
Friday, 17 March 2017 4:42:18 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Lincoln Catton
Address: 109 Point Cartwright Drive, Buddina, Qld 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
Please acknowledge our Objection to the change in proposed electoral boundaries which
will remove Buddina, Minyama and Parrearra from the current Kawana electorate. These
suburbs are an integral part of the Kawana Community, as they contain unreplaceable
community institutions synonomous with the Kawanaarea such as the Kawana shopping
Centre, Kawana Waters Hotel, Point Cartwright Light house, Kawana Library, Kawana
Surf Club and Kawana Community Centre to name a few. Regards Lincoln Catton
Submission ID: 67000
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 4:42pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Glenda Hunter
Boundaries
Boundaries Submission ..change to KAWANA Electorate
Friday, 17 March 2017 4:42:59 PM

I am VERY concerned about proposed changes to Kawana Electorate as I
don't feel ANY affiliation to Buderim..Chancellor Park however certainly do.
I have lived in both areas so am aware of this..
Minyama & Buddina areas are older than Chancellor Park therefore Ch Pk's population
is more likely to grow thereby increasing their need for Electorate redistributions in the
future, while the Kawana Electorate will remain as status quo.
I also feel a Buderim MP wouldn't have a full insight into Kawana (which is where
Minyama & Buddina are situated) issues eg Public Transport, Sporting & Community
Organisations.
Glenda Hunter
1 Koolena St
Buddina 4575.

Obj-616
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To:
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Date:

R and E van Eyk
Boundaries
Proposed changes to Kawana electorate
Friday, 17 March 2017 4:44:46 PM

Dear Commission,
My wife and I do object to the proposed
boundary change.
We live in Minyama, within walking
distance of the Kawana Shopping Centre,
Kawana Hotel and many other places
within Kawana Waters.
We do feel that Minyama is a natural and
intended part of Kawana Waters.
Buderim is a place removed from our
coastal suburb and life style, and to have
our local representative removed
to Buderim, seems like a negative move to
us.
Hoping that you will take these thoughts
into consideration.
Yours,
Robertus and Elisabeth van Eyk
9 Mooloolah Drive
Minyama, 4575

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John
Boundaries
Objection
Friday, 17 March 2017 4:45:18 PM

Obj-617

To Sir/Madam,
We wish to register our objection to the electoral boundary changes proposed for the Kawana electorate by the
QRC.
The Kawana electorate is predominately a coastal urban electorate and in our opinion there is a real disconnect
between this area and Buderim which has its own and seperate identity and issues.
The suburbs within the Kawana Waters area are coastal suburbs and our community organisations as well as
major shopping and entertainment precincts are also connected closely together within Kawana Waters .
Redistributing these suburbs will alienate the residents for no worthwhile purpose.
Please reconsider the redistribution.
John and Bev East
3 Mykonos Court
Parrearra Qld 4575

Obj-618
From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Terence Bull
Boundaries
Proposed Boundary changes for Kawana
Friday, 17 March 2017 4:56:53 PM

My wife and I live in Buddina and we have several major objections to the proposed
excision of Buddina, Minyama and Parrearra from the Kawana electorate and their
addition to the Buderim electorate.
1. We feel that this is a retrograde draft proposal which, if implemented, will isolate us
from the broader and well established coastal community between Mooloolaba and
Caloundra. This is a community with which we have similar lifestyles and well established
common social, organisational, developmental and representational requirements.
2. Neither my wife and I nor our community at large have any common linkages with
Buderim. None of their established community groups and support organisations have any
representation from our coastal communities, and vice versa. There are few if any cultural
or business connections between Buderim and the coastal communities. They are a
hinterland community with far different social and developmental needs from the coastal
strip.
3. Establishment of the local MP’s office in Buderim will result in even further disconnect
for coastal residents due to the incovenient travel distance involved when seeking
advice/assistance/representation. The current location of the MP’s office in Minyama is
central to a functioning contact between all coastal residents and their representative.
Public transport links from the coast to Buderim are neither convenient nor inexpensive.
Even driving up there is totally inconvenient, not the least because parking is a major
difficulty often requiring an appreciable walk to relevant shops or services - a task to be
avoided.
4. Over the years we have developed a rapport with Jarrod Bleijie and his helpful staff in
addressing matters of import to us, our neighbours and the Kawana community in general.
We have no desire to engage with a new member who has little or no direct contact with
our local area.
5 We see no advantage for Buddina, Minyama and Parrearra residents to be attached to the
Buderim electorate. In fact we see this as a truly detrimental suggestion which will reduce
our representation and severely disadvantage our communities in the short and longer
terms. In our view and those of our neighbours this is a ridiculous proposal which should
be discarded forthwith before it irrevocably adversely affects the residents of the current
electorate of Kawana.
Sincerely
Dr and Mrs TA Bull

Obj-619
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Subject:
Date:

Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 67002
Friday, 17 March 2017 5:06:05 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: edward tottenham
Address: 2/2 marloo crt
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
Sir/Madam, As a concerned voter in the Kawana electorate, I am a bit miffed at the news
of a shift to a Buderim electorate. It doesn't make sense at all when we have Kawana
Shopping World, Kawana Surf club,Kawana Water's Hotel,Kawana Ambulance, just to
name few. What were the people/individual thinking to come to this conclusion. I for one
would like you to leave well and good alone. I mean it just doesn't make sense to have
everything in the area with Kawana in the title to be in the Buderim electorate now does it.
Hope you see sense in all this, E W Tottenham.
Submission ID: 67002
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 5:06pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 67003
Friday, 17 March 2017 5:15:47 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Kerri Dunn
Address: 2 Kew Place. Minyama 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
I totally object to the change of boundary being made to the Kawana boundary which has
impact on the movement of not only my property of residence but also my rental property
at 17 Tarawa Street. Parrearra (Kawana Island)to be moved both to Buderim. We live in
Kawana not Buderim. In fact I have no connection with Buderim. I do not shop there nor
frequent any of their businesses. How can being attached to Buderim be in our best
interest? How on earth can Kawana boundary not include Kawana shopping-world ,
Kawana Scout club, Kawana Ambulance station, Kawana Community centre,Kawana
Library, Kawana Surf life saving club, Kawana Waters pub, Kawana Rotary, Kawana
Waters RSL sub-branch, and Buddina school to name a few. These organisations could be
forced to compete with existing Buderim organisations for funding, membership and
volunteers. I have lived in Minyama for 23 years and have watched the area develop and
flourish with growth and this is around the local residents supporting local businesses.
Kawana Waters shopping centre had one building and with demand now competes with
the Sunshine Plaza. There is nothing to be gained by this change but to cause a disconnect
when we are a strong Kawana community with our local Kawana services and
organisations in place.
Submission ID: 67003
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 5:15pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.213
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Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 67004
Friday, 17 March 2017 5:16:41 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Kim and Mark Franklin
Address: 48 Pacific Bvd Buddina. Qld. 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
To Whom it may concern, I have been informed of the intention of the Queensland
Redistribution Commission 'QRC' to change the boundary of Kawana, so that we would no
longer reside in the Kawana electorate, but in the Buderim electorate and my husband,
Mark Franklin and I wish to lodge our objections. This would mean that all of our local
facilities such as Kawana Shopping Wold, Kawana Library, Kawana Community Centre,
Kawana Lifesaving Club and the Kawana RSL Sub-Branch (to name a few), would no
longer be in the Kawana Electorate and our 'local' MP would be in Buderim. How absurd!
Do you re-name all these local establishments and preface with Buderim? We are within
walking distance of all of these 'Kawana' facilities and Buderim is a good 20-30 minute
drive (depending on traffic). Imagine if Queensland Redistribution Commission became
the NSW Redistribution Commission? My husband and I would like to raise this objection
with your department and please don't hesitate to contact me if you need any further
details. Regards Kim Franklin
Submission ID: 67004
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 5:16pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.213

Obj-622
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 67005
Friday, 17 March 2017 5:26:41 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Norman Vitelli
Address: 3 Tortola place
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
We totally object to this new proposal of boundary Redistribution which affects us on
Kawana Island/Parrearra and moves us into the Buderim electorate. Our objection is
supported by the following: 1/ The Kawana electorate is a coastal electorate. There is NO
connection with the Buderim electorate and Kawana residents depend on the existing
cultural and social communities within this area. 2/ Parrearra and Kawana Island are totally
connected with Birtinya, Bokarina, Warana and Wurtulla. Dislocating Minyama, Buddina
and Parrearra does not make sense. I feel that this is simply a 'land grab attempt' at a
political level. 3/ Moving Parrearra to Buderim electorate will cause us to loose local
representation and will force us into an electorate that has no connection with our existing
cultural and business connections....not to mention the differences between coastal and
hinterland social needs. We sincerely hope that our objections are noted and at the end, a
sensible attitude of leaving things as they are is achieved. yours Faithfully Norman Vitelli
Submission ID: 67005
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 5:26pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214

Obj-623
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Norma Waite
Boundaries
Electoral boundary changes
Friday, 17 March 2017 5:29:37 PM

I wish to protest to the proposed boundary changes for the Kawana electorate by the QRC.I am concerned that
by moving my suburb of Parrearra and also Buddina and Minyama into the Buderim electorate we will have to
drive to the top of Buderim to see our local MP. How ridiculous. Leave our local MP in our LOCAL area.  
Sincerely, Norma Waite
Sent from my iPad

Obj-624
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Date:

Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 67006
Friday, 17 March 2017 6:08:25 PM

Online submission for All Districts
Name: Jessica Lawlor
Address: 15 Kensington Drive Minyama
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
I have lived in the Kawana area my whole life. I have been an active and supportive
member of Kawana surf club for 20 years. I did scouts as a young child The experiences
that's I enjoyed and learnt from That I want to pass onto my young children. The local
business and the local community that stand behind each other to make KawanaKAWANA
Submission ID: 67006
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 6:08pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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To:
Subject:
Date:

Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 67007
Friday, 17 March 2017 6:09:39 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: James Adam Scorer
Address: 10 Santorini Court, Parrearra, 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
1. Kawana Waters is an unofficial place name for a coastal stretch of land between Mooloolaba
and Caloundra. Our area has been known as KawanaJWaters since the early 1960's and is used
by everyone as the commonly referred to name of our area. I don't believe the QRC has
properly taken into consideration the strong communities of interest that are contained in the
Kawana Waters region. 2. Within the Kawana Waters area lie the suburbs of Birtinya,
Bokarina, Buddina, Minyama, Parrearra, Warana and Wurtulla. Removing Minyama, Buddina
and Parrearra from Kawana disconnects the intended grouping of this coastal stretch of suburbs
that make up Kawana Waters. 3. One of the connecting features of our community is Kawana
Beach, from Point Cartwright to Currimundi Lake, 10 Kilometres of white sand. 4. Since 1959,
Kawana has developed into a thriving community. We are serviced by wonderful community
organisations including the Kawana Waters RSL Sub-Branch, Kawana Waters Surf Lifesaving
Club, Kawana Library, Kawana Scouts, Kawana Community Centre, Kawana Rotary Club,
Lake Currimundi-Kawana Lions Club, Kawana Waters Chamber of Commerce, Buddina State
School, Minyama Neighbourhood Watch, Kawana Companions, Kawana Seniors and the
Kawana Island Residents Association to name but a few. These community organisations have
no connection with the Buderim community and may be forced to compete with existing
Buderim-based organisations for funding, membership and volunteers. Please don't move our
respected, well used and much loved community organisations to Buderim. 5. I am concerned
that by moving Minyama, Buddina and Parrearra into the Buderim electorate, the suburbs and
residents will lose true local representation and be forced into an electorate they have no
cultural or business connection to. Residents will be forced to drive to the top of Buderim to see
their local MP which will result in less engagement between the community and its
representative. 6. The electorate of Kawana is predominantly a coastal urban electorate.
Buderim falls between the business districts of Maroochydore and Nambour. There is no
connection between the coastal urban suburbs of Minyama, Buddina and Parrearra and the
Buderim electorate. These coastal-based urban communities are culturally and socially
connected with Kawana. Redistributing these Kawana suburbs to Buderim will alienate the
residents who strongly rely on Kawana for their work, business, social, educational, medical,
community, sport, cultural and shopping needs. 7. Our major shopping and entertainment
district is located at the Kawana Shoppingworld and Kawana Waters Hotel which should
naturally remain in the Kawana electorate. Kawana Shoppingworld also acts as a major public
transport hub, linking directly with the Sunshine Coast University Hospital as well as all other
bus routes operating throughout the Kawana electorate.
Submission ID: 67007
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 6:09pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.213
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Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 67008
Friday, 17 March 2017 6:34:48 PM

Online submission for D'Aguilar
Name: phil bell
Address: [pinelands] 1045 Dayboro rd whiteside
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
leave pine rivers name and boundries we love our district
Submission ID: 67008
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 6:34pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.213
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Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 67009
Friday, 17 March 2017 6:42:13 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Heather Scorer
Address: 10 Santorini Court, Parrearra, 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
1. Kawana Waters is an unofficial place name for a coastal stretch of land between Mooloolaba
and Caloundra. Our area has been known as KawanaJWaters since the early 1960's and is used
by everyone as the commonly referred to name of our area. I don't believe the QRC has
properly taken into consideration the strong communities of interest that are contained in the
Kawana Waters region. 2. Within the Kawana Waters area lie the suburbs of Birtinya,
Bokarina, Buddina, Minyama, Parrearra, Warana and Wurtulla. Removing Minyama, Buddina
and Parrearra from Kawana disconnects the intended grouping of this coastal stretch of suburbs
that make up Kawana Waters. 3. One of the connecting features of our community is Kawana
Beach, from Point Cartwright to Currimundi Lake, 10 Kilometres of white sand. 4. Since 1959,
Kawana has developed into a thriving community. We are serviced by wonderful community
organisations including the Kawana Waters RSL Sub-Branch, Kawana Waters Surf Lifesaving
Club, Kawana Library, Kawana Scouts, Kawana Community Centre, Kawana Rotary Club,
Lake Currimundi-Kawana Lions Club, Kawana Waters Chamber of Commerce, Buddina State
School, Minyama Neighbourhood Watch, Kawana Companions, Kawana Seniors and the
Kawana Island Residents Association to name but a few. These community organisations have
no connection with the Buderim community and may be forced to compete with existing
Buderim-based organisations for funding, membership and volunteers. Please don't move our
respected, well used and much loved community organisations to Buderim. 5. I am concerned
that by moving Minyama, Buddina and Parrearra into the Buderim electorate, the suburbs and
residents will lose true local representation and be forced into an electorate they have no
cultural or business connection to. Residents will be forced to drive to the top of Buderim to
see their local MP which will result in less engagement between the community and its
representative. 6. The electorate of Kawana is predominantly a coastal urban electorate.
Buderim falls between the business districts of Maroochydore and Nambour. There is no
connection between the coastal urban suburbs of Minyama, Buddina and Parrearra and the
Buderim electorate. These coastal-based urban communities are culturally and socially
connected with Kawana. Redistributing these Kawana suburbs to Buderim will alienate the
residents who strongly rely on Kawana for their work, business, social, educational, medical,
community, sport, cultural and shopping needs. 7. Our major shopping and entertainment
district is located at the Kawana Shoppingworld and Kawana Waters Hotel which should
naturally remain in the Kawana electorate. Kawana Shoppingworld also acts as a major public
transport hub, linking directly with the Sunshine Coast University Hospital as well as all other
bus routes operating throughout the Kawana electorate.
Submission ID: 67009
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 6:42pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 67010
Friday, 17 March 2017 7:10:20 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Kellie Palmer
Address: 10 Currong street Minyama Qld 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
It would be such a shame to move the boundary and take my suburb, along with others, out
of kawana and into the Buderim electorate. Kawana has a strong community base and
Buderim is a very different community to kawana. Making this change would be a mistake
as Buderim is so different to kawana and I think it's important to keep the coastal suburbs
including my suburb of Minyama in the kawana electorate. PLEASE DONT DO IT!
Submission ID: 67010
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 7:10pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Mark Grimsey
Boundaries
kawana@parliament.qld.gov.au
Kawana Electorate Boundary Change
Friday, 17 March 2017 7:13:05 PM

To Whom It May Concern,
I'm writing to object to the Kawana electorate boundary changes as suggested by the QRC.
As a residents of Buddina my family and I identify as Kawana locals. We have no
connection or association with Buderim. Kawana based community services should not
have to compete for funding with Buderim. The suburbs proposed to be realigned contain a
large number of Kawana community services and removing these suburbs from Kawana
would be detrimental to the community. Don't take away our identity.
Mark Grimsey
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Submission ID: 67011
Friday, 17 March 2017 7:18:48 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Christopher Steele
Address: 10 Currong street Minyama qld 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
There is no cultural or social connection between Buderim and kawana. The community in
kawana is very tight knit and is inspired by being so close to the coast. Buderim feels like
it is so removed from us here in Buderim with very difffernt local political issues to us
down here in Minyama, parrearra and buddina. removing Minyama, parrearra and buddina
from kawana and into Buderim seems ridiculous to me. What about the kawana beach? It
stretches from point Cartwright to currimundi lake - it's part of kawana and always will be.
Please don't change the boundaries!!!!
Submission ID: 67011
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 7:18pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214

Obj-631

Peregian Springs Residents Association Inc
81 The Avenue
Peregian Springs QLD 4573

17 March 2017

The Secretary
Queensland Redistribution Commission
GPO Box 1393
BRISBANE QLD 4001
On behalf of the Peregian Springs Residents Association I would like to strongly endorse the
proposal for the new state seat of Ninderry (p 181, Proposal for the Redistribution of the
State’s Electoral Districts, February 2017) and in particular the inclusion of the whole
Peregian Springs location within the new electorate.
Peregian Springs is a well-defined location in terms of geography and common community
interest. At present this community is split in an arbitrary manner and is partly located in
the Noosa electorate and partly in Nicklin.
The recommendation contained in the proposal document will address this anomaly and as
such properly reflect the report’s desire that it “helps encompass some of the growth from
both the northern and southern ends of the Sunshine Coast, maintaining strong
communities of interest and alleviating enrolment pressure from along the coast”.
We would like to commend the Queensland Redistribution Commission for its work
generally on the review of Queensland’s Electoral Districts, and specifically, on its
recommendation in relation to the creation of the new Ninderry electorate and the
localities included within.

Greg Smith
Secretary, Peregian Springs Residents Association Inc
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qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 67013
Friday, 17 March 2017 8:58:28 PM

Online submission for All Districts
Name: Lance Boucaut
Address: 13 Vores Road Whiteside 4503
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
As a long term resident of Pine Rivers, I strongly object to the Pine Rivers Electorate being
renamed to D'Aguilar. I know this opinion is shared with many friends and neighbours.
There is no connection whatsoever to the D'Aguilar name, or area. I feel all residents in
this electorate should be consulted in such important matters.
Submission ID: 67013
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 8:58pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Submission ID: 67014
Friday, 17 March 2017 9:04:55 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Cameron leth
Address: 24 magnetic st parrearra
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
I DO NOT approve of the Kawana boundary change as it disconnects the group of suburbs
known as Kawana . The shopping centre is called Kawana Shopping world but won't be in
the boundaries. The Mooloolah river is an obvious boundary as a bridge separates the
boundaries which makes total sense
Submission ID: 67014
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 9:04pm
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Submission ID: 67015
Friday, 17 March 2017 10:33:13 PM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Chris Bourke
Address: 127 Grand Parade, Parrearra, QLD 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
In regards to the proposed boundary change for the Kawana electorate, it seems a very
poor and uneducated decision to move the boundary of a number of Kawana-Waters based
suburbs to become part of Buderim, for a couple of reasons. The first being that Kawana is
primarily known as a suburb of Rockhampton, while Kawana Waters is the estate on the
Sunshine Coast. This has been common knowledge for many decades, however when it
comes to modern business, Google does not comprehend this. So the idea of two regions
known as 'Kawana' in one State is bound to cause confusion. The second, Buderim and it's
people are very different to those closer to the coastal area of Kawana Waters, and the fact
that many of the beach-based services such as the Kawana Surf Club, Kawana Waters
Shopping Centre, Kawana Waters Ambulance, etc are not used by Buderim residents and
would not be supported by them. Wouldn't it be better keeping these services in the
Kawana Waters boundary? It just makes painfully obvious sense, that it makes me wonder
if anyone local actually pondered this decision. We already have very little support from
our local Member in getting community-related issues fixed in Kawana Waters. I feel the
shift to Buderim will just make things worse.
Submission ID: 67015
Time of Submission: 17 Mar 2017 10:33pm
Submission IP Address: 185.64.253.3
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qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 67016
Saturday, 18 March 2017 6:35:46 AM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: James Williams
Address: 25 KOORINGAL CRESCENT BUDDINA 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
Buddina is part of the area known as Kawana Waters bound by the Mooloola River to the
north and south to Currimundi. It is logical for the Mooloola river to be the northern
boundary for this community and not cut the suburb in half. Please keep "Kawana Waters"
intact.
Submission ID: 67016
Time of Submission: 18 Mar 2017 6:35am
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Submission ID: 67017
Saturday, 18 March 2017 7:09:27 AM

Online submission for All Districts
Name: Wendy Fitzgerald
Address: 2 Sanibel Court Parrearra Qld 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
For me I can't see any value changing the electoral Boundry's, I would have to travel all
the way up to Buderim to vote and that is not exceptable. The Boundaries are fine now,
don't waste more money on thinks like this when money is needed for the Sunshine Coast
hospital and schools in our area.
Submission ID: 67017
Time of Submission: 18 Mar 2017 7:09am
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Boundaries
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Submission ID: 67018
Saturday, 18 March 2017 7:25:14 AM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: janice quickenden
Address: 23 Arunta street buddina 4575 kawana
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
we have a beatiful close knit community here that has been running well since 1959 so
why would anybody want to change it ,we do not want to be part of Buderim they are up
on top of the hill nowhere near us so why would we want to be apart of there area,we need
to have our own local representative that knows what the people in this area need
Buderium is not local to us,please do not move our well used and much loved community
to Buderim.
Submission ID: 67018
Time of Submission: 18 Mar 2017 7:25am
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.213
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Submission ID: 67019
Saturday, 18 March 2017 7:29:50 AM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Noel & Patricia Davies
Address: 232/25 St Vincents Ct Minyama 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
We have lived in Kawana for the past twenty seven years and Kawana is a costal urban
area Buderim falls between the business districts of Maroochydore and Nambour. There is
no connection between the coastal suburbs of Minyama,Buddina and Parrearra and the
Buderim electorate.To see a local member I would have to go to Buderim as I do not drive
this would make it impossible.
Submission ID: 67019
Time of Submission: 18 Mar 2017 7:29am
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Submission ID: 67020
Saturday, 18 March 2017 8:28:41 AM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: PAUL AND RHONDA EDWARD
Address: 5 Majorca Place Kawana Island, Parrearra,QLD 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
We wish to make a submission objecting to the proposed changes to the boundaries of the
Kawana electorate. We live on Kawana Island, shop at Kawana Shopping World, attend
Kawana Library, have our local Club Fairs at Kawana Community Hall, dine at Kawana
Hotel and Kawana Surf Club. We access our residential suburb via Kawana Island
Boulevarde or Kawana Way. we cannot understand the logic in removing the heart of the
Kawana electorate to the Buderim electorate and would respectfully request that the
Electoral Commission reconsider the proposed changes to the Kawana electorate. Why not
include Sippy downs in the Buderim electorate it is directly adjacent to Buderim and has a
large population base in Chancellor Park plus huge population growth is predicted for
Palmview?. Thank you for your further consideration of changes to the Kawana electoral
boundaries. Paul and Rhonda Edward
Submission ID: 67020
Time of Submission: 18 Mar 2017 8:28am
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Noel Jones
Boundaries
Proposed Kawana Boundary
Saturday, 18 March 2017 8:31:22 AM

Obj-640

To Whom it may concern,
I have just seen the proposed Kawana Electoral Boundary changes and as a long term resident of the area it
appears to me to be without any logical reasoning.
When I purchased land in the area in the mid 1980’s I believed I was buying in Kawana Waters but in reality it
was in Minyama.
Kawana Waters is the unofficial name for the coastal stretch of land between Mooloolaba and Caloundra and
is the commonly referred to name of our area.
It has the Mooloolah River as a natural northern boundary and why this needs to change to secure a larger
area for Buderim is hard to fathom.
I am concerned that by moving Minyama, Buddina and Parreara into the Buderim electorate, the suburbs and
residents will lose true local representation and be forced into an electorate that they have no culture of
business connections to.
Residents will be forced to drive to the top of Buderim on an extremely congested road, with little or no
parking, to visit their local MP which will result in less engagement between the community and its elected
representative.
The Electorate of Kawana is predominately a coastal urban electorate. Buderim Falls between the business
district of Maroochydore and Nambour. There is no connection between the coastal urban suburbs of
Minyama, Buddina and Parreara and the Buderim electorate. These coastal based Urban communities are
culturally and socially connected with Kawana. Redistributing these Kawana suburbs to Buderim will alienate
the residents who strongly rely on Kawana for their work, leisure. Social, medical, community, sport, cultural
and shopping needs.
Our major shopping and entertainment district is located at the Kawana Shopping world and the Kawana
Waters Hotel and they should logically remain within the Kawana electorate. Kawana Shopping World also
acts as a major public transport hub, linking directly with the Sunshine Coast University Hospital as well as all
other bus route operating throughout the Kawana electorate.
Kawana has developed into a thriving community. We are serviced by wonderful community organisations
including the Kawana Waters RSL Sub-Branch, Kawana Waters Surf Lifesaving Club, Kawana Library, Kawana
Scouts, Kawana Community Centre, Kawana Rotary Club, Lake Currimundi-Kawana Lions Club, Kawana Waters
Chamber of Commerce, Buddina State School, Minyama Neighbourhood watch, Kawana Companions, Kawana
Seniors and Kawana Island Residents Association to name a few. These community organisations have no
connection with the Buderim community and may be forced to compete with existing Buderim based
organisations for funding, membership and volunteers.
Please do not move our respected, well used and much loved community organisations to Buderim
Yours sincerely
Noel Jones
103 Mooloolah drive, Minyama, 4575 Qld.
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Submission ID: 67021
Saturday, 18 March 2017 8:42:48 AM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Rae Willis
Address: 10 Maui Court Parrearra 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
I wish to strongly object to the Queensland Government trying to change the boundaries of
our area to be incorporated into the Buderim electorate ,we as a community do not a single
thing in common with the community of Buderim ,we live a different life style,a different
thought process and we wish to remain so. We do not want to have to travel up to Buderim
to see our representative the one lane traffic up there is bad enough without adding to it.
What gives this Government the right to try and change the whole dynamics of a
community when they have no clue how it operates, when these people start to get out of
there ivory towers and spend time with the people who elect them and see how
communities operate they may have a better understanding of what is important to them.
Leave well enough alone ,we are very happy with the way the boundaries are thank you. I
remain sincerely Rae Willis
Submission ID: 67021
Time of Submission: 18 Mar 2017 8:42am
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Submission ID: 67022
Saturday, 18 March 2017 8:46:05 AM

Online submission for All Districts, Gympie, Noosa
Name: Margaret Ballantine
Address: 35 Satinwood Rd Rainbow Beach 4581
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
I am strongly against the electoral boundary change that would see Rainbow Beach moved
under the Noosa electorate. This would disadvantage people in the area as you have
removed us from the neighbouring suburbs of Cooloola Cove and Tin Can Bay. I have
lived in Rainbow beach for 5 years and do not mind the drive to Gympie for any matters
such as hospital, council etc. I have never even visited Noosa and if I had to go there to see
the Federal MP it would take over 2 hours, we do not even have a sealed road to take us
there. I also think we would become forgotten in the scheme of things, Noosa being an up
market tourist area whereas in Rainbow Beach we are a small laid back town,
accommodating mostly backpackers. It seems to me that taking Rainbow beach and Inskip
Point as well as waterways is more of a land grab for the Noosa Electorate and very little
thought has gone into this. regards Margaret Ballantine
Submission ID: 67022
Time of Submission: 18 Mar 2017 8:46am
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Submission ID: 67023
Saturday, 18 March 2017 9:10:53 AM

Online submission for Nicklin
Name: Ian Mellon
Address: 57 mooloolah drive minyama 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
WE do not want to become a part of Buderim electorate as we live in Kawana area - miles
from Buderim - what happens in Buderim is nothing to do with our area. It is like lumping
Brisbane and Sydney together. Whose crazy idea was this????
Submission ID: 67023
Time of Submission: 18 Mar 2017 9:10am
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Submission ID: 67024
Saturday, 18 March 2017 9:41:49 AM

Obj-644

Online submission for Kawana
Name: tony/ susan nahuys
Address: 2 abaco street kawana island 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
another political stunt. totally disagree with these boundary changes.mp jarred bleijie is for
us
Submission ID: 67024
Time of Submission: 18 Mar 2017 9:41am
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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Jean
Boundaries
Kawana electoral boundary
Saturday, 18 March 2017 9:53:48 AM

Dear Sirs,
We are members of Kawana Companions and Kawana Senior Citizens Inc., and on behalf of
ourselves and many of our Senior friends who do not have access to a computer, we would
object to the change of electoral boundaries to Buderim.
As we get older and lose our driving licences, to travel to Buderim to see our “local
representative” would be a problem, and our clubs would not have a representative in Kawana.
We have great support from our MP at the moment and would not like that to change.
Lots more objections too numerous to put here ie: Our Beaches, Our Schools, Our sports
grounds, Infrastructure etc etc.
Respectfully
Neil Leonard
Jean Leonard
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Submission ID: 67025
Saturday, 18 March 2017 10:45:12 AM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: michael randall
Address: 87/2 grand pde, Parrearra, Qld. 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
I am objecting to the electoral boundaries being moved.
Submission ID: 67025
Time of Submission: 18 Mar 2017 10:45am
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.213
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Submission ID: 67026
Saturday, 18 March 2017 10:51:54 AM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: cynthia randall
Address: 87/2 Grand Pde, Parrearra.Qld. 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
I am objecting to the electoral bounderies being changed in Kawana
Submission ID: 67026
Time of Submission: 18 Mar 2017 10:51am
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214

Obj-647
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Boundaries
qrcsubmissions
Submission ID: 67027
Saturday, 18 March 2017 10:52:11 AM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Keiyh Radford
Address: 27 Bahamas Ct Parrearra 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
To Whom it may concern. I must object in the strongest possible terms about the potential
plan to incorporate Kawana, Minyama and Buddina into the Buderim electorate. Kawana
and Co have always been and should remain a coastal continuance with its own unique
requirements. At present we have a fine representative in Jarrod Bleijie who is thoroughly
immersed in all aspects of our area and many of us would prefer to keep it that way. We
have far more development both proposed and underway than anything happening in the
Buderim area and I am concerned that any "Buderim based representative" would be
totally out of touch with what would be best for us. Please leave us as we are and stop
interfering with a system that is proving to work very well for our constituency. Keith
Radford
Submission ID: 67027
Time of Submission: 18 Mar 2017 10:52am
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214
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trish williams
Boundaries
Boundary changes to Kawana
Saturday, 18 March 2017 11:25:51 AM

We are against a boundary change to Buderim as we live in Parrearra where most people
say where is that and please spell it so when we say Kawana straight across from the
Kawana Shopping Centre, K beach, K Surf Club, K Library etc etc people know straight away
where we are. We love our area as it is central well known and to split us will cause lots of
confusion as straight away people think of Buderim being up on the hill. Other areas of
Buderim are on the flat but are defined as Mountain creek, Glenfields etc. are you going
to take away their named areas?? We are defined as KAWANA and would like to keep it as
that with no other fancy names. Also our main bus service is also Kawana. Please
reconsider this decision.
Thank you
Noel and Patricia Williams
128 Sunbird Chase, Parreara 4575
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Submission ID: 67028
Saturday, 18 March 2017 11:50:34 AM

Online submission for Kawana
Name: Carolyn I Karklins
Address: 6 Canary court PARREARRA QLD 4575
File Upload: No file uploaded
Text:
This change is ridiculous and a waste of public monies. It makes our rep. not in our area
and therefore not able to assess our local issues. Leave the boundary as is
Submission ID: 67028
Time of Submission: 18 Mar 2017 11:50am
Submission IP Address: 43.245.40.214

